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Love for all man-kind 

Achievement in every field of human endeavor 

Scholarships 

Sisterhood 

Service 

Finer Womanhood 

Greater Progress 

These are just a few of the principles that NPHC here on Missouri State Campus lives by and views every 

action that they do here on campus with. The National Pan-Hellenic Council, or NPHC for short, is a 

collaborative between the nine national historically African American Fraternities or Sororities, also 

known as the Divine 9, here on Missouri State Campus, all but 2 are represented. The NPHC has made 

impact on Missouri State’s history and legacy, and still has an integral impact on Missouri State’s 

Campus today. In order to commemorate the service that they have done over the years, the NPHC is 

seeking plots, not only to recognize the contributions that they have given this campus, but as well as 

give the NPHC here a symbolic and physical representation of their presence here on campus while 

paying respects to the orgs that are not.  

Micah Baggett: As far as being greek and the greek like on Missouri State University campus, to me, it 

forces you to become a leader. I feel like regardless if you ever had that before you joined whatever 

organization you’re in. It forces you because people see you at a higher tier than other people just by 

the fact that you are in a fraternity. And it should make you want to be a better person and be 

somebody that people do look up to because that’s what they hold you to, whether they know you or 

not. I feel like that’s perfect for you when you go outside of college. 

Brittany Buchannon: College is about education and it’s also about having fun. But, service is also a big 

part of it as well. I think that Springfield is a college town so getting the college kids to do more and 

participate more in community service is important and it’s the responsibility of organizations, like 

Sigma Gamma Rho and the rest of FSL and D9 to initiate those things. The community is looking at us to 

initiate these projects, these events, clean the streets, any type of drives, they are looking at us to 

initiate these things to reach out to them because they may not know how to reach out to us. They may 

not know a whole lot of information about us, so it is our responsibility to make ourselves known and 

present to our community and let them know what we can offer, what we can do, how we can do it. 

Lemarcus Stewart: A lot of Greeks travel around the world, you meet a lot of different people and 

create a lot of networking opportunities. I’ve met certain people, I’ve met a lot of people throughout my 

organization, throughout other organizations who have given me job opportunities, internship 

opportunities that can help me better my future. 



Vanessa Gary: I want to make sure that I have a connected relationship with every woman, making sure 

that we all feel comfortable with each other, and we all feel friendly. Finer womanhood: I want to be the 

best woman that I could ever be. I hope that by being all of those things it can show other women in the 

community and around me. 

Rob Colyer: That’s what makes the fraternity for me, everyone can say that they have leadership 

opportunities, they can say that they have work opportunities, because NPHC is composed of great 

organizations. For me, it was really that brotherhood aspect and the individuals within Kappa that really 

made it work for me.  

Myesha Thompson: A reason I really wanted to join: I really want to inspire young women. Not just 

being a part of the organization, but in my professional career as well. I feel like since I’ve been a part of 

the organization I’ve met so many young girls who have reached out and said “Myesha, I really like being 

around you. I would love to get to know you better, learn different things from you,” me and my line 

sisters both. I feel like that’s a great part of it, just getting to know other girls and you know, 

empowering them and trying to engage something in them to want to be better, want to reach out to 

other woman and lift them up as well. Because that’s a big part of being a part of Delta is that “I’m a 

woman first,” that’s something we say all the time. And we just love to get out and help other women 

and inspire them to be great so that’s another thing I really love about it. 

Josh Willis and Darius Brown: We do a lot of stuff that a lot of people don’t see and we do need to get 

that our when we do stuff. But we go to different boys’ clubs, help out Big Brothers, we have financial 

workshops, cleaning the streets, going to elementary schools and helping out with the kids, and even 

stepping for them. We just volunteered at the YMCA just last week. We do a lot of stuff, not even when 

we’re just in Springfield. When we go back to our home towns, we still do stuff. We try to still be active 

in some way. 

Vanessa Gary: It’s a lot of networking, it’s a lot of fun. It can be hectic but I believe it’s one of the most 

rewarding things I’ve ever chosen to do here in college.  

 

 

 

 

 


